Fact Sheet
2019 Season
LOCATION
Six Flags Hurricane Harbor is located at 1800 E. Lamar in Arlington, midway between
Dallas and Fort Worth, each 16 miles away. DFW Airport is 10 miles to the north. Six
Flags Hurricane Harbor is located in the heart of the Arlington Entertainment District,
an area that also includes Six Flags Over Texas, The Rangers’ Globe Life Park and the
home of the Dallas Cowboys, AT&T Stadium.

HOURS

Hurricane Harbor kicks off the 2019 season with weekend operation May 4-5, 11-12,
and 18-19. The park begins daily operation Memorial Day Weekend, May 25 and ends
August 18. Weekend operation will resume August 24 and continue through September
22. (Operating hours are subject to change without notice. Please see operating
schedule for specific dates and times.)

SIZE

The largest water park in North Texas, Hurricane Harbor’s exciting rides and
attractions sprawl over 47 acres of colorful scenery.

HISTORY
Hurricane Harbor opened as Wet ‘n Wild in 1983. The park was bought by Six Flags
Theme Parks in 1995. The name was officially changed to Six Flags Hurricane Harbor in
January of 1997. In 1998, Premier Parks bought Six Flags Hurricane Harbor.

THE WETTEST RIDES!

Hurricane Harbor is famous for its heart-pounding rides, all soaked with bigger, better,
wetter excitement! There are even more thrills with Hook’s Lagoon, an interactive
water playhouse, and the tallest slides guaranteed to make a huge splash.

RIDES

♦ THE BLACK HOLE
A wild, wet adventure in total darkness! Riders board the slide in a black flying
saucer hovering 60 feet off the ground. Passengers are then sent, two by two,
through a totally enclosed, 500-foot-long tube slide.

♦ BLUE RAIDER
A two-passenger escape into a dark, enclosed slide filled with hair-raising drops
and turns.

♦ CARIBBEAN CHAOS
1500 gallons of water propel riders down this open-air body slide.

♦ DER STUKA
Two seven-story, free-fall slides that drop sliders directly from a 72-foot-tall
tower.

♦ GERONIMO
A six-story free-fall experience that begins with a gentle horizontal slide and
ends by dropping sliders almost straight down.

♦ HOOK’S LAGOON
A 40,000-sq. ft. interactive family water adventure with a five-story treehouse,
three lagoons, a pirate ship, slides and 12 levels of exciting, soaking activities!

♦ HYDRA MANIAC
Four separate, totally enclosed slides that twist and turn before dropping riders
into a cool lagoon.

♦ MEGA WEDGIE
One to two guests at a time can experience the thrill of this “zero gravity” ride as
it propels them down the massive slide with water spray jets.

♦ RAGING RAPIDS
Relax and enjoy tubing down a refreshing river. Six pools are connected by a
gradual slope that allows riders to float in their inner tubes from one pool to the
next and finally into a big splash pool at the end.
♦ SEA WOLF
A three-passenger raft ride that plunges through more than 830 feet of highspeed banks and heart-stopping drops.

♦ SHOTGUN FALLS
Four separate high-speed slides blast riders with 2,000 gallons of water per
minute into a refreshing pool.

♦ SPLASHWATER BEACH
A thrilling, interactive water playground, complete with nearly 40 different and
unique water features. From geysers to water curtains, drenching buckets and
water cannons, this area was designed with the littlest explorers in mind.
♦ TORNADO
Positioned in a 4-person cloverleaf-shaped tube, riders blast down a 132-footlong tunnel into a unique, funnel-shaped slide that splashes the tube back and
forth on 5,000 gallons of swirling water.
♦ TSUNAMI SURGE
The 68-foot enclosed tunnel is only the beginning, as riders in tubes build up
speed to take on a 40-foot wave slide on the other side.

♦ TYPHOON TWISTER
Guests board slides built for two for an adrenaline-packed ride down a tunnel
and into a bowl shaped slide. After spinning around multiple times in the belly
of the slide, riders are thrust through a corkscrew exit into a pool of water.

♦ WAHOO RACER
Standing nearly 60 feet tall, Wahoo Racer is a two-tiered slide mat racer that
sends riders on an intense, winding stretch through colorful tubes before
shooting them out into six racing track-styled lanes. Each race is timed, allowing
guests to challenge themselves, along with family and friends to reach the
checkered flag for the win.

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

In addition to exciting water slides and rides, Hurricane Harbor also has several
funtastic attractions designed to enhance guests’ experiences:

♦ PRIVATE CABANAS
Relax by Surf Lagoon as you watch your children from the inside of your cabana.
Includes a TV, safe, a mini fridge, and a ceiling fan for the Texas heat. In addition,
order anything you would like from our great service team. Requires
reservation.
♦ HURRICANE BAY BAR
A nice way to cool down from the summer heat is by having a nice cold drink
right in front of Surf Lagoon. Offering draft beer, specialty beer, frozen drinks,
and delicious nachos. You can also watch your favorite sports team on our high
definition televisions!
♦ DIVE–IN MOVIES
Grab an inner tube and relax in the water, with friends and family, on pleasant
summer nights while you watch the latest, kid-friendly movies. Runs every
Friday evening on select dates, starting at 8:15 p.m.

♦ LAZY RIVER
More than 300,000 gallons of water circulate through this relaxing river at a
current of three miles per hour. Riders can either float or tube along onequarter mile of gentle, relaxing river.
♦ SUNTAN LAGOON
A one-million gallon activity pool with geysers, fountains and waterfalls
surrounded by a carpeted sun tanning deck.

♦ SURF LAGOON
A one-million gallon wave action pool that covers more than an acre with waves
up to four feet high.

# # #

For more information on Six Flags Hurricane Harbor, guests can call (817) 640-8900 or
visit us on the web at sixflags.com/hurricaneharbortexas.

